Woodlyn Acres Farm, LLC.

Position: Farm Equipment Operator and Truck Driver
Full-time job
Come work for one of Ohio's premier hay suppliers as well as become a part of their Certified Organic farm operations!

Overview:
A qualified candidate will be outgoing with good communication skills, honest, hard-working, self-motivated, organized, a problem solver, and have a willingness to learn. A background & previous experience operating agricultural equipment is preferred. They also must be able or be willing to learn to operate trucks, tractors, and equipment safely and efficiently. A Class "A" CDL driver's license is preferred but not necessary.

A qualified candidate's primary responsibilities will include, but are not limited to: Minor repair and regular maintenance of all the equipment related to the farm; operation of all types of haymaking and grain raising equipment; participate in all aspects of hay delivery which include loading and unloading of the truck, securing the truck, customer contact, billing, and road map reading within 250 miles of the farm; operation of Cat and New Holland skid-steer loaders to efficiently load and unload bales of hay; assist with grain delivery; cleaning of all tractors, trucks and equipment; assist with field tile installation and excavator operation; lawn mowing and general farmstead maintenance; assist with application of chicken manure on fields; as well as participating in many other aspects of a modern hay and grain farm. The person must be able to easily lift 50 pounds. At times, this is a fast-paced, stressful job, filled with varied duties.

Working Conditions

- Most Repair and Maintenance work will take place in our recently built shop, equipped with overhead crane, car lift, MIG welder, Plasma Cutter, Oxy-Acetylene Torch, and many tools.
- Some of the work will be performed outside in all weather conditions. Loading, unloading, and delivering hay is a year-round task and must sometimes be performed in less than ideal conditions.
- Haymaking equipment consists of Krone large square balers, Krone triple mowers, wheel rakes, teddars, and bale moving equipment.
- Cat and New Holland skid-steer loaders are used to handle both dry and wrapped large square bales.
- Fendt and John Deere tractors with cabs are the primary tractors used in farming operations.
- Technology is used in many aspects of the farm. Much of the farm equipment is fitted with Trimble, Topcon, Precision Planting, & John Deere automatic steering capabilities as well as other Precision Ag Equipment. Previous knowledge of this equipment is helpful but not a requirement.

Salary & Benefits
Pay will be hourly and based on previous experience, current knowledge, ability, and working skills. Family health insurance as well as life insurance are included for the successful candidate.
To receive a job application, you may email Scott at: jdhay73@hotmail.com

Dalton, Ohio